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Early Learning Advisory Council 
Early Learning Advisory Council 

April 23, 2018  

Minutes 

Call to Order, Chair Adrian Alfonso  
− Meeting called to order, 9:04 a.m. 
− Housekeeping. 
− Roll Call. Members representing the following Early Learning Coalitions (ELCs) and appointees: 

Brevard, Escambia, Florida’s Gateway, Hillsborough, Marion, Miami-Dade/Monroe, North Florida, 
Orange, Osceola, Pinellas, Polk, Emerald Coast, Sarasota, St. Lucie, Florida House Representative, 
Florida Senate Representative. 

− Quorum reached. 
− Review of public comments process. 

Discussion of Attendance 
− Adrian Alfonso, Chair 

• Disappointing only 10 out of 32 chairs present; need to address how we can achieve greater 
attendance. Is difficult to be productive when two-thirds of the state not represented. Unsure 
what to do, but eager to hear what others think on how to increase participation/attendance. 

− Beth Brant (Emerald Coast) – Meeting on Mondays and Tuesdays is difficult. 
− Repeat roll call (reflected above). 

Approval of current/past agendas and minutes  
− Adrian Alfonso, Chair 

• Motion to approve Agenda; Craig Phillips (Pinellas). 
• Second; Aakash Patel (Hillsborough). 
• Agendas approved. 
• Motion to Approve Minutes; Skip Housh (Escambia). 
• Second; Aakash Patel (Hillsborough). 
• Minutes Approved. 

ELAC Strategic Planning Session Discussion 
− Adrian Alfonso, Chair 

• Think it would be beneficial to have outside facilitator come and lead strategic planning session 
and review ELAC statute – discuss what the committee’s roll/focus/goal should be. 

• Anyone willing to volunteer as chair for this committee/session? 
− Skip Housh (Escambia) – Think this is a good idea; ELAC has done similar things under different labels 

in past; useful tool, which has helped focus attention on key topics where ELAC could be influential. 
− Aakash Patel (Hillsborough) – Since July meeting in Tampa, will volunteer to chair planning session. 
− Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Plan to hold during morning session of July ELAC meeting and have 

discussion re: what focus of ELAC should be, instead of dispersed and never moving forward. Reach 
out to Aakash Patel if would like to be on committee. 

− Orine Newton (Osceola) – Hope this will help encourage more participation and for chairs to be 
physically present at next meeting; helps to be face-to-face. 
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− Jarrod Trefelner (St. Lucie) – Feel session should be more than just strategic planning. Since ELAC is 
governed by statute, consider holding “agenda” type meeting and focus on agenda moving forward 
for next 12 months, within purview of statute. Consider repeating this type of meeting annually. 

− Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Will begin working on it and come up with something concrete. 
− Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Topics that committees could possibly discuss: 

• Recent legislation (Policy) 
• Raising and use of restricted vs. unrestricted funds (Policy) 
• Working toward match requirement (Best Practices) 

o Currently at 6%; talk to raise it to 8%; would like to see chart of each coalition at 6% and 
what it would look like with 8% - would be at deficit 

• Scorecard (Best Practices) 
o Potential items for scorecard, (i.e., number kids under 5 served; provider reimbursement 

rates; qualified kids under VPK; admin costs; and contract processing times) 

Committee Break Out  

Committee Report Out – 10:35 am 
Policy & Finance 
Rafael Arza (House Appointee) 
− Overall, see the role of ELAC is to make recommendations to OEL. Makes sense that Legislative 

appointees would report back to respective Houses and will plan to do that moving forward; know 
that OEL’s ED is limited in ability to advocate to legislature, but feel legislative appointees here to be 
able to go directly to Speaker and President to advocate for early learning.  

− Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Each chair should also be doing this with locally elected representatives. 
− Reginal Williams (OEL) – 3 main points from committee: 

• #1 - Recommendation to OEL to determine factors to measure accountability for ELCs; includes 
establishing workgroup with stakeholders to develop accountability standards (scorecard). 

• #2 - Consult with DCF to see if there are any Class I violations are unique to teachers and if 
database could be developed. Would like to push agenda on this issue. If DCF has info about 
teachers who have made certain mistakes/violations, they should be communicating these with 
OEL; and should anyone harm a child, ELC would be able to take action immediately. 
o Professional database - looking for backend where providers could report teacher who was 

party to class I violation or notate inappropriate behavior for why they were dismissed; 
teachers can just leave out employment history where there were issues. 

*Questions/Comments* 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Will let DCF speak to this, but with the way their due process works think the 
reason they can’t do this now is because it is the provider that undergoes the due process. 

Jarrod Trefelner (St. Lucie) – Recommend DCF come up with way to monitor to level of the teacher. 

Rafael Arza (House Appointee) – Unfair provider gets penalized and teacher walks away, gets job elsewhere. 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Happens few times a year that teacher will mess up, provider will terminate and 
self-report, and then provider gets class I and teacher gets new job. 

Rafael Arza (House Appointee) – In k-12 education, level of responsibility is for teacher who commits violation 
to child – teacher can’t just go work in another school district because they get flagged. 

Samantha Wass de Czege (DCF) – Do have a couple of systems in place already. Have appellate court ruling 
that states the department can’t take action on individual – the provider is held accountable for issues in 
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facility. Section 435.10, F.S., protects and allows providers to share information regarding employment and 
termination with other providers so they don’t have to worry about lawsuits. Additionally, clearinghouse 
shows provider where individual has worked prior and where they’ve been screened; can compare this with 
employment history; Provider will also see check of child abuse neglect registry in clearinghouse – either no 
report found or may be information that provider may want to follow up on. Provider can request more info 
from prospective employee; would have to discuss with legal on ability to tie class I to particular teacher. 

Ellyn Bogdanoff (Senate Appointee) – Well aware of those provisions; would like to speak practically. As an 
attorney, anyone can file a lawsuit – and then, maybe $175,000 later, statute will protect you from payment. 
All providers will tell you, grossly inappropriate. Why would you self-report class I violation? This is about 
protecting children and there has to be solution. Public schools flag teachers’ behaviors and possible for 
registration of teacher to be revoked. Requesting the dialogue to continue on this issue to see if we can come 
up with possible solutions. If everything in place were working, then wouldn’t have this issue to begin with. 

Rafael Arza (House Appointee) – To Rodney – many times staff want to protect the status quo or state 
“We’re already doing that,” and maybe you are, but maybe not as well as you think you might be. Just would 
like to have open conversation about issue. 

• #3 – Current funding formula for coalitions – commission economic impact study and review 
current funding formula in place for coalitions. 

• Rafael Arza (House Appointee) – Need to know cost differential of educating child depending on 
area of the state. Ellyn Bogdanoff suggested commissioning study by UF to determine accurate 
market rate for early school readiness. 

*Questions/Comments* 

Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Currently have workgroup to look at funding formula. 

Ellyn Bogdanoff (Senate Appointee) – Yes, have workgroup, but 17 years in the making. Need independent 
study from university that can complete true analysis of market rate. 

Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Can funding for independent study be pulled from surplus? 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Need to look at expenditures; may have budget, depends on cost. If we knew it 
was coming for next year, could probably fit in budget; just not sure of what study like that would cost. 

Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Reach out to UF or few universities, with RFP to get cost? 

Rafael Arza (House Appointee) – Similar study commissioned by Senator some time ago was $100,000 by UF. 

Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Possible to define initiatives to use surplus funds on, instead of going to trust fund? 

Saralyn Grass (AELC) – Would like to note, currently have workgroup and university (SW Florida) working 
with us to do study for free. He has done similar studies in other states. Workgroup would welcome ELAC to 
get involved. Only “cost” is that whatever data he comes up with, he will be able to publish. 

Rafael Arza (House Appointee) – Would question the independent nature of the study. 

Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – It is worth asking him to come discuss study with chairs at next ELAC meeting? 

Rafael Arza (House Appointee) – Defer to Rodney; if he believes will be independent and unbiased, then ok. 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) –  Do think he’s definitely independent, from NY. Holds solid academic credentials, 
and has background in doing this type of study. Would like to touch base on structure, but have confidence. 

Alan Bergman (Brevard) – No harm in gathering empirical data. Then, if needed, at later time have university 
review data collected; free is better - can always review and take another look. 

Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Will try to have him at next meeting for information on how study will be conducted. 
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Nick Feather (Sarasota) – Know he has spoken to ELC committee several times, and has done total study on 
several counties; personally think he would do fantastic job on study. 

Orine Newton (Osceola) – Think it’s wonderful ELAC taking a lead on trying to get unbiased info; feel we 
should give workgroup an opportunity to present what they’ve already started. 

Rafael Arza (House Appointee) – Is it possible, when they report in July, that info could be more substantive? 

Saralyn Grass (AELC) – Know he could do preliminary presentation; he has started to work with group and 
providing data points, and know he could give info on what his plan is. 

Alan Bergman (Brevard) – Would be good if could provide data points at next meeting. 

Best Practices Committee 
Alan Bergman (Brevard) 
− Military initiatives – have not progressed; trying to set up meeting with one of the counties. 
− Trauma Informed Care programs – idea for dealing with surplus. 
− Emergency Preparedness – New program, PEARLS, Manatee county; for active shooters, would like 

early learning to be notified when schools shut down due to active shooter. 
− Should have place within facilities with locked door, where we can send staff, and police should 

know exactly where to go; important issue and can’t be ignored.  
− Scorecards – Would like to move forward. Issue of quality vs. quantity - different stakeholders will 

want to see different parts of scorecard; need to provide information pertinent to needs. 
− Planning for surplus – should be discussed before year end; appears that money is squandered at 

the end so it doesn’t go back to state; better technique to have plan in place for use of funds. 

Media and Community out Reach Committee 
Aakash Patel (Hillsborough) 
− Thank you to committee members who participated today. Have five action items: 

• Joint press releases – ask OEL to set schedule of four press releases throughout the year that 
includes each of the ELCs and Boards. 

• Committed to holding conference calls in interim between ELAC meetings. 
• At each ELAC meeting, go around room and have each chair talk about community/provider 

event their proud of – ask each chair to bring something in July and present at meeting; goal is 
to share what we do great. Would like to make this a standing agenda item. 

• Ask OEL to create database or site where ELCs are able to share and access best practices and 
successful media and community outreach events. 

• As far as OEL staff, have each chair ask coalition staff to send out info about community events 
to the right person so notices can be shared, including efforts to get board members involved. 

Best Practices: Budget and Surpluses Discussion 
Adrian Alfonso (Chair) 
− What is OEL’s process for coming up with deficits and surpluses? Not straight-line – how can process 

be made more efficient to ensure using dollars; can we reposition money before year end? 
− Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Will always be some surplus because simply cannot spend at deficit. 

Margin of error will always be on surplus side, although try to keep as low as possible. Funds do go 
back into early learning. Previously had built up considerable surplus. This year should draw 
remainder down to about $40-50 million, which is needed to maintain cash flows, due to irregular 
disbursements from feds. Regarding forecasting tool, need to forecast individually for each ELC, as 
everybody seems to have different cycle. Think we can be more customized and individualized. Have 
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reob-/deob- process, and last year extended grant award. Hope to do again this year. Overall, 
reducing amount of surplus, but will never be zero because can’t spend more than authorized too. 

*Discussion* 

Skip Housh (Escambia) – Have new challenge this due to the fact that the take up rate on new applicants 
has dropped. Understand most, if not all ELCs, are seeing the same thing. Only about half of parents who 
sign up for SR actually are enrolling when they come for their appointment, and half of the ones who 
don’t sign up never show up for appointments. Early on in the year, SR enrollment dropped below target. 
Since mid-year, have had more SR enrolled than target for the year, and as a result have surplus today. 
Expect to be less than 1% off by end of the year, but it takes active management. 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – So, of the 50% that don’t eventually get enrolled, half don’t show up? 

Skip Housh (Escambia) – Yes, despite repeated attempts to contact them and get them in; think people 
are applying thinking they’ll be able to get a job prior to having to come in. Any possibility of change 
coming that would require applicants to provide employment info upfront? 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Thinking about including in pre-validation process. 

Skip Housh (Escambia) – Believe it would reduce the number of kids on waitlist. 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Agree; have asked a few ELCs how process works and seems like 50% is the 
enrollment rate and attrition is around 4-6% a year; if waitlist drops to 7000, which reflects about a 
month’s waitlist, which is about the time it takes to process enrollment, then essentially no waitlist. 

Skip Housh (Escambia) – Which is good, unless you want to advocate for more funds to legislature 
because of waitlist. 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Also think that in some areas where waitlist is so big, people have just 
stopped applying. As we get further down, rate will get down to 40-45%; from practical viewpoint, may 
be some benefit to having small waitlist. 

Jarrod Trefelner (St. Lucie) – Do we know if we’re going to do carry forward of surplus? 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Have not made this determination yet; just beginning reob-/deob- process 
and from the questions we’ve received, get the sense there are ELCs budgeting for the extra month, 
which defeats purpose of it. Not intended as budgeting tool. First, need to see how reob-/deob- process 
goes and determine whether surpluses will be an issue this year. 

Restricted versus Unrestricted Funds Discussion 
Adrian Alfonso (Chair) 
− Have other chairs seen issues with use of funds - have event/meetings and can’t even have water?  

*Discussion* 

Beth Brant (Emerald Coast) – Yes, but what can we do about it? 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – As far as SR, are federal rules about program income. State law applies rules 
to VPK as well. Think the vision of the program and creation of ELCs was that ELCs would grow and 
secure outside funds and become community partners. Some, especially in more urban areas, have been 
successful, but difficult to raise unrestricted funds in more rural parts of state. 

Skip Housh (Escambia)– In Escambia, ELC far and away one of the largest 501c in area. ELC budget more 
than two times that of United Way, which is next biggest. When we go talk to people, the consistent 
response is, “You’ve got $20 million a year in government money; what do you need me for?”  
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Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Miami-Dade ELC has same issue. It is very difficult. Added to that, if we’re going 
to have to start paying back money from unrestricted funds, makes it even more difficult. 

Ellyn Bogdanoff (Senate Appointee) – Question related to unrestricted funds – anything in statute 
(federal or state) that prohibits ELC from setting up support organization that raises money outside the 
ELC for funds that are truly unrestricted?  

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – If the organization uses outside funds, then yes. 

Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Have foundation, not related to ELC – issue is difficulty getting it started; can’t 
utilize any staff on ELC or board. Has to be completely separate entity that creates itself without any 
support or assistance from ELC and hope its purpose is to support ELC. 

Ellyn Bogdanoff (Senate Appointee) – Is there anything to preclude ED from sitting on foundation board? 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Think it would be conflict, but would need to research. 

Evelio Torres (Miami-Dade/Monroe) – Had auditor who was former board chair years ago. I was on 
foundation board and he recommended I should not be on it; saw as conflict. In addition, if ELC is set up 
as only benefactor - creates issue with IRS. Bigger issue of raising money, no one’s going to give you 
money to pay back OEL.  

Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Any way to limit amount of reimbursement? Is this OEL issue or statutory? 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Grant management issue; certain expenses should be disallowed and can be 
disallowed if feds come in after us. Have flexibility on immediate recoupment of funds, however, if we 
don’t ask for it, feds can come in after the fact and take it; no guarantee. 

Alan Bergman (Brevard) – Community knows who we are and knows our limitations; best to try and 
avoid situation altogether and work with community to open doors and provide assistance where can. 

Break for Lunch 

Agency Update 
Rodney J. MacKinnon, Executive Director of the Office of Early Learning 
− Appointments office has new staff; should have several appointments named after this or next 

week; appointment of Chair Alfonso hopefully the first of many. 
− Legislative Update 

• A lot of bills filed, total of 15 early learning bills, yet record low for bills passed. 
• Two big bills – HB 1091, re: Program Assessment, and HB 7055, re: Class I violations  
• Also, both spent down surplus and secured funding for TEACH, Lastinger Center, Help Me Grow, 

Hippy and Performance Funding; also secured additional $7 million in funding for slots, in 
addition to some agency budget cuts. 

− Implementation plan for new legislation – 1091 
• Transformational; moves to tiered reimbursement system and away from status quo where you 

get paid a flat rate or gold seal differential. 
• Most of bill must be implemented in rule, and have strict laws governing rule development 

process. Have tried to get input on front end and will continue to do so. However, once rule 
development begins and office begins to craft specific language, all communications have to be 
formalized as part of rule-making process. 

• Bill requires use of assessment tool that measures quality of teacher-child interactions. 
Assessment will determine ability to contract and payment of differentials. Bill also provides for 
differential payment to providers for implementing child observational assessment with validity 
and reliability, and allows ELCs to set local eligibility priorities, which is how it used to be. 
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• Complications – When are assessments done? When do differential payment rates take effect? 
Who performs assessments? 

• HB 7055 – Gives ELCs authority to refuse to contract with provider that has Class I violation. 
Currently, have to contract and then terminate. OEL will engage in rule-making, but ELCs are 
allowed to implement effective July 1st. Strongly recommend ELCs affording due process. 

*Questions/Comments* 

Skip Housh (Escambia) – Will ELCs need to update coalition plan before putting policy into effect? 

Katerina Maroney (OEL) – No need to update plan; will put provision into 2019-20 provider contract. 

Skip Housh (Escambia) – So, we can begin doing this, provided we supply providers with advance notice. 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Also, fed have said that we need to reimburse registration fees that providers 
charge; so, will be sending out survey shortly to determine what constitutes “reasonable” fee” is.  

Skip Housh (Escambia) – Regarding legislative change for ELCs to set local eligibility priorities – what 
about coalition plan before we do that? 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – In that case, yes, plan would have to be updated beforehand. Plan is the 
mechanism that sets priorities; must also have community needs assessment, however, one is already in 
existence so don’t have to reinvent the wheel. 

− Scorecard Follow-up 
• Have been going back and forth; complication is ELCs are so different, both in size and structure. 

There are a lot of issues to think about and balance in order to develop fair scorecard; 
workgroup broke down conceptually into 3 categories:  
o Compliance measures; Community measures; and Operational measures. 

• Legislature also brought issue forward; would be better to implement on our terms vs. theirs. 
− Plan for utilization of new 2-year federal dollars 

• Influx of federal funds of approximately $134 – $153 million; in order to spend in 2018-19 FY, 
OEL would have to go to LBC during midyear session outside of regular legislative session. 

• Difficult to say if funding will be permanent. When 40% of federal budget is borrowed, don’t 
want to consider anything as too permanent. Feel there’s a good chance of it continuing. 

• New funding, combined with program assessment bill and launch of EFS modernization, is really 
going to transform early learning. 

*Questions/Comments* 

Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Is it possible to send monthly reminder email to chairs and EDs regarding 
updates and where their coalitions rank with information? 

Ellyn Bogdanoff (Senate Appointee) – Is the funding prescribed by the feds? Direct services minimum 
could be used to fund payment differential for new bill. 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Possibly, however, implementation of registration fees alone will be 
approximately $15-20 million. 

Skip Housh (Escambia) – By the time OEL gets LBC approval, will already be into next fiscal year; might 
anticipate but not plan on supplemental funding allocation. 

Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Recall in 2015 additional $20 million received from feds; went to LBC in Aug. 
and funds were available Oct 1. If went to LBC in Sept., would not have to wait until next fiscal year, but 
yes would be in addition to current grant funding notice(s) of award. 
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Partner Updates 
− Sky Beard, Association of Early Learning Coalitions (AELC) 

• This week’s training camp – 232 coalition staff participating in professional development and 
sharing of best practices. 

• Heads spinning re: 1091 – ELCs have been spending a lot of time in discussions; appreciate 
ongoing communication and collaboration with OEL and continued dialogue.  

− Nacole Guyton, Florida Head Start Collaboration Office 
• HSCO required to complete annual report and needs assessment. 
• Presentation of preliminary results with 86% of programs reporting. 
• Level of collaboration with various early learning systems highlighted two areas of concern – 

CCR&R and PFP; appears HS not aware of CCR&R services availability or PFP.  
• Barriers to high collaboration – lack of awareness of what is available. 
• Summary – goal of next steps is to ensure programs are receiving information specifically on 

CCR&R and PFP, how they can access services, and how they can be eligible to access services. 

− Samantha Wass de Czege, Department of Children and Families 
• Performing SR inspections for over a year. Since Jan. 1, 2018, total of 6,677 SR inspections. 

o Skip Housh (Escambia) – What percentage of total SR providers does this reflect?  
o Samantha Wass de Czege (DCF) – Will get that info for you. 

• New Reports available within CARES: 
o Listing of Gold Seal providers with inspection plan report. 
o SR report that lists provider and whether SR inspection completed for contract year. 

• Online applications development in process, along with development of provider portal. 
• Statewide Child Care Training – 2 SR staff from each ELC invited to attend. 
• Legislative update – HB 1079 – clarifying language added regarding background screening 

elements in 402.305, F.S. Requires licensed providers to give parents information on dangers of 
leaving children in vehicle. 

Public Comment  
− Tammy Tener, Executive Director of the Florida Family Child Care Home Association (FFCCHA) 

• Save the date flyers passed around for our conference in June, Clearwater Beach, FL. 
• Keep in mind for both sending providers and supporting staff in presenting during conference: 

o Florida hosting National Conference in Orlando at Rosen Shingle Creek Hotel, June 2019. 

Wrap up and Adjourn 
− Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Encourage all committees to be diligent in meeting during interim. 
− Skip Housh (Escambia) – Curious about EFS modernization, particularly finance module – also 

coming along July? Will it include ability to calculate maximum family copayments? 
− Rodney Mackinnon (OEL) – Anticipated July 1st launch date. Will follow up on this capability. 
− Aakash Patel (Hillsborough) – Reminder: be thinking about successful community outreach efforts to 

present at July meeting. 
− Adrian Alfonso (Chair) – Please be sure to sign travel authorization form and hand to OEL staff. 

• Next meeting: July 17, 2018 – Tampa.  
• Motion to Adjourn – Aakash Patel (Hillsborough) 
• Second – Craig Phillips (Pinellas) 
• Meeting Adjourned 1:59 p.m. 


